Consider a finite renewal process in the sense that interrenewal times are positive i.i.d. variables and the total number of renewals is a random variable, independent of interrenewal times. A finite point process can be obtained by probabilistic sampling of the finite renewal process, where each renewal is sampled with a fixed probability and independently of other renewals. The problem addressed in this work concerns statistical inference of the original distributions of the total number of renewals and interrenewal times from a sample of i.i.d. finite point processes obtained by sampling finite renewal processes. This problem is motivated by traffic measurements in the Internet in order to characterize flows of packets (which can be seen as finite renewal processes) and where the use of packet sampling is becoming prevalent due to increasing link speeds and limited storage and processing capacities.
1. Introduction
Motivation
The statistical and probabilistic problems considered in this work are motivated by questions arising from data traffic analysis in modern communication networks such as the Internet. Over these networks, information is sent in the form of packets, and packets are grouped into flows. (A flow corresponds to a group of packets sharing common characteristics. Ideally, a flow can be thought of as a set of packets that arises in the network through a remote terminal session or a web page download.) Each packet carries information about the flow it belongs to and also whether it is the first or the last packet
Statement of problem and goals
From a mathematical standpoint, flows and their probabilistic sampling can be described as follows. As suggested by data traffic measurements (e.g., [18] ), a flow can be modeled as a finite renewal process, where the total number of renewals W is random and the interrenewal times D i , i = 1, . . . , W − 1, are positive i.i.d. random variables, independent of W . Suppose that the finite renewal process is sampled probabilistically with a fixed probability q to obtain a sampled finite point process. (As shown below, the resulting sampled point process is generally not a finite renewal process.) The sampled number of renewals (which could be zero) and sampled interrenewal times (which are available only when the number of sampled renewals is greater than 1) will be denoted by W q and D q,i , i = 1, . . . , W q − 1, respectively. We illustrate this notation in Figure 1 , where all circles (both empty and full) correspond to the finite renewal process, and full circles correspond to the sampled finite point process.
Given N i.i.d. copies of a sampled finite point process (some of which are empty when the number of sampled renewals is zero), one of our main goals is to infer the original distribution F D of interrenewal times D i . The focus is on nonparametric inference of F D , statistical properties of the resulting estimator and its performance in simulations. The estimator of F D involves a nonparametric estimator of the original distribution f W of the total number of renewals W , which has previously been considered in the network traffic context [17] . Statistical properties of the estimator of f W will also be studied here for the first time.
Inference procedure
To be able to make inference about F D , we first need to relate it to F Dq,i |s , where the latter indicates the conditional distribution function of D q,i given W q = s (with i < s). As part of this work (see Theorem 3.1 in Section 3), we show that where * m denotes the mth convolution. In particular, the right-hand side of (1.1), and hence F Dq,i |s , does not depend i. We also note for later reference that the definition of the sequence A s = {A s,m } m∈N involves the distribution f W . Somewhat independently of the main objectives above, we examine (1.1) for several underlying distributions f W , such as geometric and heavy-tailed, that arise in network traffic studies (e.g., [6] ). For example, in the geometric case, the distribution F Dq,i |s does not depend on s, although this seems to be an exception to the general rule. We also provide a result similar to (1.1) for a multidimensional vector (D q,1 , . . . , D q,n ). This allows (conditional) dependencies to be examined among sampled interrenewal times. For example, when the distribution f W is geometric, the sampled interrenewal times turn out to be independent, in which case the sampled finite point process is a finite renewal process. We should also note that forms of conditioning other than on W q = s are possible, such as W q ≥ s; these will be discussed briefly.
Having the relation (1.1), we would naturally expect that it can be inverted, in the sense that where F Dq,i |s is the empirical distribution function of D q,i given W q = s, and a s is the reversion of the sequence A s , where the latter is defined as A s by replacing f W in its 1288
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definition by the empirical distribution f W . Note that the estimator F D is defined for fixed s and i.
Contributions to the literature
Under technical assumptions, we will show that F D is an asymptotically normal estimator of F D , namely,
where X is a limiting Gaussian process and the convergence in distribution d → holds in a suitable space of functions (Theorem 4.3). The approach and some techniques behind this result are closely related to the works in the so-called decompounding framework by Buchmann and Grübel [5] , Bøgsted and Pitts [3] (see also [14, 15] ). These authors consider analogous estimators, but where the sequence A s in (1.1) is known and hence so is its reversion sequence a s . We thus deviate from these earlier works by assuming that a s also needs to be estimated, which makes the analysis substantially more complex. More specifically, the limit X in (1.4) can be written as
(a (1) s * (ζ • a s )) n F * n Dq,i |s + ∞ n=1 a s,n nF * (n−1) Dq,i|s * Z, (1.5) where (ζ, Z) is a Gaussian process, • is a composition operation, a (1) s is the "derivative" of a s and * is the convolution. The second term in (1.5) is the term found in the decompounding literature when A s and a s are supposed to be known. The first term in (1.5) is new and accounts for the variations in a s here.
Since a s involves the estimator f W via A s , we also need the asymptotic normality result for f W . Although f W already appears in the network traffic literature [17] , its statistical properties have not been studied before to the best of our knowledge, and the asymptotic normality result is also derived here. We show that, under suitable assumptions, 6) where S(ξ) = {S(ξ) w } w∈N is a Gaussian process (Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.5). It is interesting to note that the result (1.6) is shown under technical assumptions which do not cover distributions with heavier tails (such as heavy-tailed distributions). It is proved, however, that the assumptions can be thought of as sharp (in the sense of Proposition 4.4 of Section 4.1). What the asymptotics of f W are beyond these assumptions remains an interesting open question. We would like to make several other related comments. First, it is well known from estimation of flow sizes in the network traffic context that the performance of the estimator f W degrades rapidly as the sampling probability q decreases. For example, for q = 0.1, the inference becomes impractical for reasonable sample sizes N . We shall discuss this fact in light of the derived asymptotic normality result for f W (Sections 4.1 and 5.1) by indicating two different regimes for the estimator performance in terms of the limiting asymptotic variance. The regimes are defined as:
where S(ξ) is the limiting Gaussian process in (1.6) and ES(ξ) 2 w is expressed in terms of q, and f W or f Wq . The performance of the estimator f W is satisfactory in the stable regime, but poor in the explosive regime. For small q, f W typically belongs to the explosive regime and hence to the case of poor performance. Analogous difficulties for smaller q remain when using the estimator F D . Because of these practical considerations, in the network traffic context, alternative sampling schemes have been sought and considered, such as the sample-and-hold method [7, 12] , and the dual sampling technique [22] . We plan to study inference of interrenewal times in one of these frameworks and postpone any real data application to future work. This work will therefore be limited to a simulation study (Section 5).
In another direction, the results on characterizing the sampled number of renewals and sampled interrenewal times, such as the relation (1.1), contribute to a substantial literature on sampling of point processes. Sampling (also known as thinning) is discussed in several manuscripts such as [8, 9, 19] . To the best of our knowledge, sampling (thinning) of finite renewal processes has been largely unexplored. The results of our work (Section 3) show that sampling of finite renewal processes does not generally lead to finite renewal processes (in that, conditionally on the number of sampled renewals, sampled interrenewal times are generally dependent).
Structure of the paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect the notation used throughout the work and include other preliminaries. Section 3 concerns properties of the finite point process obtained from sampling the finite renewal process. Inference of the original distributions of the total number of renewals and interrenewal times is studied in Section 4. A simulation study can be found in Section 5. For better readability, most of the proofs are deferred to Appendix A. The main body of the article contains the proofs of only those results which we consider key in individual sections. Finally, Appendix B contains a technical result used in Section 4.2, with bounds on remainder terms in Taylor expansions of compositions of formal power series.
Notation and other preliminaries
Here, we introduce notation and make a number of assumptions that will be used throughout the paper. As in Section 1, we consider a finite renewal process consisting of a finite 1290 N. Antunes and V. Pipiras but random number W (with W ≥ 1) of renewals and positive i.i.d. interrenewal times D i , i = 1, . . . , W − 1, independent of W . The terminology of finite renewal processes here follows that of [9] , Example 5.3(b), page 125. We denote by D the variable with a common distribution of D i . We also let V denote the total duration of the finite renewal process defined by V =
. Suppose now that each renewal, independently of the others, is sampled with a fixed probability q ∈ (0, 1) to form a sampled finite point process. We let W q denote the total number of sampled renewals, D q,i , i = 1, . . . , W q − 1, the sampled interrenewal times and
D q,i the total duration of the sampled finite point process.
The following notation will be used many times throughout the paper. For a discrete random variable X, its distribution or probability mass function (p.m.f.) will be denoted by f X (x) = P (X = x). For example, we shall write f W (w), f Wq (w), etc. For a continuous random variable Y , its distribution function will be denoted by F Y (y) = P (Y ≤ y) and its Laplace transform (LT) will be denoted by
. We shall also use the conditional distribution functions F Y |s (y) = P (Y ≤ y|W q = s) and F Y |s + (y) = P (Y ≤ y|W q ≥ s). So, for example, we shall write F D , F D , F Dq,i |s , etc. In several instances, we shall use analogous notation, but where Y is replaced by a multidimensional.
For a sequence a = {a n } n∈N0 , where N 0 = N ∪ {0} and N is the set of natural numbers, we denote its formal power series or its z-transformation by G a (z) = ∞ n=0 a n z n . Conversely, any such formal power series is associated with a sequence. When a stands for a p.m.f. f X , we shall also write G X in place of G fX . Since a sequence a will not necessarily be nonnegative, we shall also use the notation a + = {a + n } n∈N0 , defined as a + n = |a n |, and G a (z) = G a + (z) = ∞ n=0 |a n |z n . In several instances, we shall use a multidimensional power series
and n = (n 1 , . . . , n m ). We shall also use the following common operations on sequences (or their formal power series) a = {a n } n∈N0 and b = {b n } n∈N0 . The composition of a and b will be denoted a • b and is defined by its formal power series as
The kth derivative of a = {a n } n∈N0 will be denoted by
The reversion of a sequence a = {a n } n∈N will be defined as a sequence b = {b n } n∈N with its formal power series satisfying
The reversion is defined for any sequence a = {a n } n∈N with a 1 = 0. As usual, the symbol * will stand for convolution in either the discrete or continuous setting. With all these notions for sequences and their formal power series, we follow the nice monograph of [16] .
From finite renewal process to sampled finite point process
In this section, we study several characteristics of the sampled finite point process in terms of the original finite renewal process. We first briefly consider the number of sampled renewals and then turn to sampled interrenewal times.
Number of sampled renewals
The relation between the probability mass functions of the number of sampled renewals and the number of original renewals is given by
The function G Wq (z) is given by
The same relations (3.1) and (3.2) also appear in [17] and will be used in Section 4.1 to obtain inversion results.
Sampled interrenewal times
Given that s renewals have been sampled, the next result characterizes the LT of the ith (i < s) sampled interrenewal time in terms of the LT of the original interrenewal times.
Theorem 3.1. The LT of D q,i given W q = s can be expressed as
where A s = {A s,m } m∈N and A s,m denotes the probability that the number of original renewals between the ith and (i + 1)th sampled renewals is equal to m − 1 given W q = s,
Proof. For 1 ≤ i < s and t ≥ 0, we have
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Let M denote the number of original renewals not sampled between the ith and (i + 1)th sampled renewals plus 1. If the number of original renewals is W = w and the number of sampled renewals is W q = s, then M can take the values 1, 2, . . . , w − s + 1, and
By considering the location of the ith sampled renewal in the total number of renewals w along with the possible distinct locations of the sampled renewals before the ith and after the (i + 1)th sampled renewals, we obtain that
where l is the location of the ith sampled renewal and the last equality follows from the identity
By using (3.5)-(3.7), we deduce that
where A s,m is given by (3.4). The relation (3.3) follows by taking the LT in (3.9).
Theorem 3.1 implies that, when conditioning on W q = s, the distribution of the ith (i < s) sampled interrenewal time depends, in general, only on s and not on i, and hence that the times between consecutive sampled renewals are identically distributed conditionally on W q . In contrast to the original finite renewal process which assumes independence of W and D i , the sampled quantities W q and D q,i are dependent.
Other forms of conditioning on the number of sampled renewals are possible. For example, from (3.3), the LT of D q,i given W q ≥ s can be expressed as
where A s + = {A s + ,m } m∈N and A s + ,m is the probability that the number of original renewals between the ith and (i + 1)th sampled renewals is equal to m − 1 given W q ≥ s,
In the rest of the paper, we shall focus only on the conditioning W q = s, but similar results can be derived for other forms of conditioning such as W q ≥ s. The next result gives the joint LT for a finite number of sampled interrenewal times. We shall use this general result below to investigate dependence between sampled interrenewal times (see Section 3.2.1); see Appendix A for the proof.
where B s = {B s,m } m∈N n with m = (m 1 , . . . , m n ) and B s,m denotes the probability that the number of renewals between the i j th and (i j + 1)th sampled renewals is equal to
By Theorem 3.2, the joint distribution of a subset of sampled interrenewal times given W q = s depends only on s and not on the indices of the sampled times considered. Another relation of interest is between the duration of the sampled finite point process and the original interrenewal times; see Appendix A for the proof. Proposition 3.1. The LT of V q given that W q ≥ 2 can be expressed as
where C = {C m } m∈N and C m is the probability that the number of renewals between the first and last sampled renewals is equal to m − 1, given W q ≥ 2:
Since the LT of the duration of the original finite renewal process
we expect that
where D = {D n } n∈N is the reversion of {f W (w + 1)/P (W ≥ 2)} w∈N (defined in Section 2). By plugging (3.16) into (3.14), we can obtain an expression for the duration V q of the sampled finite point process in terms of the duration V of the finite renewal process. Also, note that, equivalently, the relations (3.3), (3.12) and (3.14) can be expressed in terms of the distributions functions (see (3.9) , and relations (A.4) and (A.7) in Appendix A, respectively) or via the characteristic functions.
Examples
In the following, we examine characteristics of the sampled finite point process for particular distributions of W .
Geometric distribution
Suppose that W is a geometric random variable with parameter c, that is,
, we obtain, after straightforward calculations, that
Therefore, A s is the p.m.f. of a geometric distribution with parameter c(1 − q) which does not depend on s. From (3.3) and using the generating function of the geometric distribution, we have
Probabilistic sampling of finite renewal processes
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Now, substituting f W (w) into (3.13), we conclude, after some algebra, that
and hence, from (3.12),
The latter expression shows that when W is geometrically distributed, the sampled interrenewal times are independent and identically distributed (i.e., the sampled finite point process is a finite renewal process). The LT of V q in (3.14), where C is now the p.m.f. of a geometric distribution with parameter 1 − c, simplifies to
Pareto distribution
−z is the Riemann zeta function. Unlike in the previous example, closed forms for LT's of the sampled interrenewal times are not available. Nevertheless, we can show that for a particular example, the sampled interrenewal times are not conditionally independent. Taking s = 3, i 1 = 1 and i 2 = 2, the random variables D q,1 and D q,2 are independent given W q = 3 if and only if
on the right-and left-hand sides of (3.17) are, respectively,
and
where Li n (a) = ∞ w=1 a w /w n , |a| < 1, is the polylogarithm function. Since A 2 3,1 = B 3,(1,1) , the random variables D q,1 and D q,2 are not conditionally independent. This is also why we use the term "sampled finite point process" throughout the paper instead of "sampled finite renewal process".
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Heavy-tailed distributions
Consider the case of a heavy-tailed distribution for W, in the sense that
as w → ∞, where α ∈ (1, 2) and c > 0. Such distributions are common models for long flow sizes in network traffic studies (e.g., [6] ). As in the example with Pareto distribution above, closed forms for LT's of the sampled interrenewal times are not available under (3.18). We can nevertheless provide a number of interesting qualitative results concerning the case (3.18).
The relation (3.18) implies that
as w → ∞. As indicated in [17] , page 70, by the results of [2] , page 333, this implies that
that is, W q is also heavy-tailed with the same parameter α. (Note that (3.20) does not, in general, imply that f Wq (w) ∼ q α cαw −α−1 .) Also, note that in the case (3.19), the total duration V is expected to be heavy-tailed, even for light-tailed interrenewal times D i . Indeed, by Robert and Segers [21] , Theorem 3.2, if (3.19) holds and
that is, the tail of total duration is dominated by that of W . On the sampling side, the total duration is also characterized by heavy tails. Indeed, by Proposition 3.1 above and [21] , Theorem 3.2,
where a random variable C is such that P (C = m) = C m , where C m is defined in (3.15), as long as (3.21) holds and
To show (3.24), observe that for large m, using (3.18),
Note also that the argument (3.25) above does not apply to the sampled interrenewal times. For example, for the first sampled interrenewal time D q,1 , the analogous argument would show that, for coefficients in (3.4),
as m → ∞, which is not heavy-tailed, in contrast to (3.24).
From sampled finite point process to finite renewal process
In this section, we study inference of the original distributions of the number of renewals and interrenewal times.
Distribution of number of renewals
We are interested here in estimating the p.m.f. f W (w) from i.i.d. observations of W q . We revisit a nonparametric estimator of f W (w) introduced in [17] and clarify several issues surrounding its use and properties. A number of open questions will also be raised. Estimation of f W (w) is based on a theoretical inversion of the relation (3.1) which will be discussed first. The relation (3.2) can be written as
), which has the same form as the original relation (3.2) when W and W q are exchanged, and q is replaced by q −1 . In view of (3.1), we would then expect that
Hohn and Veitch [17] claim that (4.1) holds when q ∈ (0.5, 1) (with this choice, note that q −s (1 − q) s ∈ (0, 1) in (4.1)). As the following elementary result shows, this is not a necessary condition. The relation (4.1) also holds for q ∈ (0, 0.5] as long as f Wq (w) or f W (w) decays to zero fast enough; see Appendix A for the proof.
then the relation (4.1) holds.
, where ε > 0 is arbitrarily small and where we have used the fact that w n in (4.2) can be bounded by w n up to a multiplicative constant. Note also that (4.2) always holds for q ∈ (0.5, 1). When q ∈ (0, 0.5], on the other hand, a number of distributions f W (w) of interest, such as heavy-tailed distributions (Section 3.2.1), do not satisfy (4.2). In these cases, and generally for q ∈ (0, 0.5], the relation (4.1) needs to be modified by a procedure used and referred to as an analytic continuation in [17] , page 71. The procedure is defined below. We should note that this procedure is viewed below as a convenient algebraic trick that makes series converge (see, e.g., the proof of Proposition 4.3) rather than as a suitable analytic continuation, which is a complementary viewpoint followed in [17] .
Let z 0 = 1 − q and pick an arbitrary sequence
For a sequence x = {x n } n∈N , define formally and recursively sequences
where
It is also convenient to define the mapping underlying (4.1), that is, S(x) = {S(x) n } n∈N , where
The following elementary result relates S(x) and T (l) (x) when x satisfies a natural condition. 
With theoretical inversion formulas (4.1) and (4.7), we can now turn to estimation. Let W q,k , k = 1, . . . , N , be i.i.d. copies of the variable W q and
be the empirical p.m.f. of f Wq , where 1 A denotes an indicator function of an event A. Note that we assume, in particular, that the event W q,k = 0 can be observed in practice (or, equivalently, N and W q,k ≥ 1 can be observed in practice). In the network traffic context, we naturally observe only W q,k ≥ 1. The total number of flows N is deduced from the additional information in the sampled packet headers (e.g., [10] ). (To be more precise, N is actually estimated, but we suppose it to be known for the sake of simplicity.) In view of (4.7), it is natural to introduce the following nonparametric estimator of f W :
where T (l) (x) and S(x) are defined in (4.3) and (4.4), respectively. The first equality in (4.10) follows from Proposition 4.2 since only a finite number of the f Wq (s)'s are nonzero.
We will next show that the estimator (4.9) is asymptotically normal under suitable assumptions. The suitable assumptions are quite strong, but we do not expect that they can be weakened much, as explained in Proposition 4.4 below and a discussion surrounding it. For w ≥ 1, we also let 12) where the second equality follows from (3.1).
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that
where R q,w is defined in (4.11) . Then, as N → ∞,
where the convergence is in the sense of finite-dimensional distributions, S(x) is defined in (4.4) and ξ = {ξ s } s∈N is a zero-mean Gaussian process with the covariance structure 
Proof. We only consider the convergence (4.14) at fixed w ≥ 1. Note that, using Proposition 4.2,
Using [1] , Theorem 3.2, page 28, it is enough to show that:
The convergence in (i) is elementary since { √ N ( f Wq (s) − f Wq (s))} s∈N converges to ξ = {ξ s } s∈N in the sense of finite-dimensional distributions and since, for fixed j, S(x) j,w involves only a finite number of elements of x = {x n } n∈N .
The convergence in (ii) can be proven in a stronger sense, that of almost sure convergence. For this, observe that in the sense of finite-dimensional distributions,
where B = {B(t)} t∈[0,1] is a standard Brownian motion. It is then enough to show almost sure convergence of the corresponding terms for ξ (1) and ξ (2) . Doing this for ξ (2) is elementary and thus we do so only for ξ (1) . Note that
where η s are i.i.d. N (0, 1) random variables. By the three series theorem, S(ξ (1) ) j,w → S(ξ (1) ) w a.s. as long as the condition (4.13) holds. For the convergence in (iii), note that the probability in (iii) can be expressed and bounded as
f Wq (s). It remains to observe that Q j → 0 as j → ∞, by the assumption (4.13). The proof of (4.16) is now elementary.
Note that the condition (4.13) is quite strong and, for example, does not allow for heavy-tailed distributions when q ∈ (0, 0.5]. When this condition does not hold, since
w , we may think that the limit of the lefthand side of (4.14) should be 19) where the process ξ is as in Theorem 4.1. This, however, is not expected to hold. In fact, without the condition (4.13), the expected limit (4.19) is not even well defined, as the result below shows. Consider the case of l = 2, z 2 = 0 and T (2) (ξ) for simplicity (the argument can also be extended to general l). With the representation (4.17), the term T (2) (ξ (2) ) is well defined by arguing as in the proof of Proposition 4.3. We will show that without the condition (4.13), T (2) (ξ (1) ) is not well defined, in the following natural sense. Note that
is well defined, where we take ξ
1/2 η s with η s as in (4.18) and let
The proof of the following result can be found in Appendix A.
Proposition 4.4. The condition (4.13) is necessary for
We shall conclude this section by considering the convergence (4.14) in a suitable space of sequences. We let l ∞,a = {x = {x n } n∈N0 : x ∞,a := sup n≥0 a n |x n | < ∞}. See Appendix A for the proof. 
where ES(ξ) 2 w is defined as in (4.16) by replacing f Wq in R q,w and f W (w) by f Wq , and z α is the 100αth percentile of |N (0, 1)|. Another possibility is to use Proposition 4.5 and set the 100α% confidence "interval" (set) across all w simultaneously as
Following [13] and [3] , the quantity q(α) should be taken as the 100αth percentile of
which can be viewed as a bootstrapped version of the probability
The choice of q(α) is justified if we can show that R N and R N are asymptotically equivalent in distribution in a suitable space of functions. This could be shown by following the approach found in the proof of [13] , Proposition 3.15. The proof will not be given here. We should also note that the discussion above assumes that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.5 are met, that is, f W (w) or f Wq (w) has a sufficiently fast decay. In practice, these conditions cannot be verified and caution should be exercised with the resulting CI's. Another practical problem with Proposition 4.5 and a related bootstrap procedure is that b is not known in advance. In the simulation study found in Section 5.1 below, we shall explore CI's given by (4.21) and also use a bootstrap procedure, but where · ∞,b is replaced by · l with x l = sup 1≤n≤l |x n | for some fixed l.
Distribution of interrenewal times
Here, we are interested in estimating the original distribution function F D of interrenewal times. We focus on nonparametric estimators, in the spirit of Buchmann and Grübel [5] and Bøgsted and Pitts [3] , and their basic properties (such as asymptotic normality). Estimation of F D is based on a theoretical inversion of the relation (3.3). (As mentioned in Section 3, forms of conditioning other than that on W q = s are possible and could be dealt with by following the approach developed below.) Note that, from (3.3), we would expect
where a s = {a s,n } n∈N is the reversion of the sequence A s = {A s,n } n∈N (see Section 2). In terms of distribution functions, the relation (4.25) can be written as
The following result provides sufficient conditions for (4.26) to hold and follows directly from [3] , Theorem 1. It uses the following notation. Let r(G As ) and r(G as ) be the radii of convergence of the corresponding power series G As and G as (in the sense found in, e.g., [16] ). By Bøgsted and Pitts [3] , Proposition 1, there exist
27) such that |w| < σ(G as ) implies that there exists a unique z where |z| < σ(G As ) and
We also need a suitable space of functions. For As discussed in [3] , the conditions (4.29) and (4.30) always hold for large enough τ . We now turn to estimation based on the inversion (4.26). It is natural to consider the estimator
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Here, a s = { a s,n } n∈N is the reversion of the sequence A s = { A s,n } n∈N defined as
where f Wq and f W are given in (4.8) and (4.10), respectively (i.e., A s is defined as in (3.4), but where f Wq and f W are replaced by their sample counterparts). For the distribution function estimator, we take
where D q,i,k are i.i.d. observations of D q,i . An important difference between (4.31) and similar estimators considered in [3, 5] is that (4.31) involves an estimator a s of a s (whereas a s was assumed to be known in these related works). This obviously makes the analysis of the estimator (4.31) more involved. Also, note that the estimator F D in (4.31) is defined for fixed s and i. In addition, the estimator involves averages which are conditional on W q = s. In particular, the expressions (4.32) and (4.33) are only defined for f Wq (s) = 0. We will show below that the estimator (4.31) is asymptotically normal under suitable assumptions. Note that the estimator (4.31) can be viewed as a functional of A s (via a s ) and F Dq,i |s . We first need a suitable result on the asymptotic normality of the latter quantities. Let (ζ = {ζ n } n∈N , Z = {Z(t)} t≥0 ) be a zero-mean Gaussian process characterized by the following: 
Proposition 4.6. Suppose that for some z 0 ≥ 1,
where R q,w is defined in (4.11) . Then, We are now ready to prove the asymptotic normality result for the estimator F D in (4.31). In addition to the notation introduced before Theorem 4.2, we shall also use the following. For a formal power series G(z) = ∞ n=0 a n z n , let
If r(G) denotes the radius of convergence of G as before, we also let
The notation (4.38)-(4.39) follows that found in [16] ; also recall the notation G a (z) from Section 2. 
with the convergence in the space D τ [0, ∞). The limit X is a zero-mean Gaussian process which can be expressed as
where (ζ, Z) is the limit process appearing in (4.37). Proof of Theorem 4.3. For notational simplicity, we will not write the index s in A s , a s , A s or a s . By the Skorokhod representation theorem and using Proposition 4.6, we can suppose that
( a n − a n )( F * n Dq,i |s − F * n
( a n − a n )F * n Dq,i |s
Dq,i |s − F * n Dq,i|s ) =:
By Bøgsted and Pitts [3] , Theorem 2, we have
in the norm · ∞,τ , which is the second term in the limit (4.43). We next show that the term T 2 converges to the first term in the limit (4.43). Observe that by using [5] , Lemma 6(b) (see also the inequality used in the proof of their Lemma 7), we have
( a n − a n )F * n
• a and using the inequality G x•y (z) ≤ G x (G y (z)), we further obtain that
where, with z 1 = G a ( F Dq,i |s (τ )),
We will next show that R k → 0 a.s., k = 1, 2, 3, 4. For the term R 1 , by using Proposition B.1 in Appendix B, we first observe that
By (4.44), and since z 1 ≤ z 0 by the assumption (4.40), we have
for some random constant C. For this, we further examine the radius of convergence of G a (2) . By the Cauchy-Hadamard formula (see, e.g., [16] , Theorem 2.2a, page 77),
By applying the inequality after the proof of [16] , Theorem 2.2b, page 99, we then have
where the notation r 0 (G), ν G was introduced above. Since G A (z) converges to G A (z) a.s. and uniformly on |z| ≤ z 0 , we have
The relation (4.45) now follows from the relations above, the fact that
a.s. and the assumption (4.41). We can now conclude that R 1 → 0 a.s. For the term R 2 , note that for fixed K ≥ 1,
For a fixed K, R 2,1 → 0 a.s. by using the a.s. convergence of A in (4.44). On the other hand, arguing as for the term R 1 above, we can make sure that R 2,2 and R 2,3 are arbitrarily small for large enough K. For the term R 3 , by using Proposition B.1,
and we have R 3 → 0 by arguing as for the term R 1 . By using the bound
we get that R 4 → 0 a.s.
Finally, we shall prove that the term T 1 is asymptotically negligible. Note that, as in the proof of [5] , Proposition 8,
| a n − a n | F * n
Using the fact that F Dq,i|s (τ ) → F Dq,i |s (τ ) a.s., we can further deduce that
for any arbitrarily small δ > 0 and all N large enough. The convergence of the latter series to 0 can be proven by arguing as for the term T 2 and using the fact that δ > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small.
Despite its obvious theoretical interest, Theorem 4.3 is of limited relevance in practice where the conditions of the theorem cannot be verified and τ is unknown. Note also that the form of the limiting Gaussian process in (4.43) is not easily tractable. In a simulation study found in Section 5.2 below, we make qualitative observations on the performance of F D and the use of bootstrap for CI's. The CI's provided below will be based on the sup-norm on an interval [0, T ], with fixed T . Justification of the bootstrap procedure is beyond the scope of this paper.
Simulation study
Here, we provide a simulation study for the inference of the distributions of the number of renewals and interrenewal times.
Simulations for number of renewals
As mentioned in Introduction, the estimator f W in (4.9) is known to perform poorly as q gets smaller. Here, we shall re-examine this fact and the performance of the estimator f W via the asymptotic variance ES(ξ) regard, two regimes should be distinguished:
where R q,w is defined in (4.11) , that is,
q 2s f Wq (s).
As will be seen below, the performance of the estimator f W largely depends on which of the two regimes is considered. Before providing some simulations, we take a closer look at these regimes for the distributions f W considered in Section 3.2.1.
Geometric distribution
Suppose that f W follows a geometric distribution with parameter c ∈ (0, 1), as in Section 3.2.1. We shall derive lower and upper bounds for R q,w . For the lower bound, observe that
for some constant C 1 (which depends on c and q) and hence that
for some constant C 2 (which depends on c and q). For the upper bound of R q,w , we need a bound on binomial coefficients. We shall use the standard (but rough) bound given by
We shall also use the following auxiliary result, proved in Appendix A.
Lemma 5.1. Let a ∈ (0, 1). Then, for some constant C > 0 and all s ≥ 1,
Using the lemma, with generic constants C k ,
where the last inequality follows from Stirling's formula. Hence, by arguing similarly and using (5.4), we have
where, for the last inequality, we used the fact that all three log terms (before raising to the powers −w and −2w) are bigger than 1 under e 3 c/q ≤ 1. The bounds (5.2) and (5.5) show that, for the geometric distribution f W ,
⇒ stable regime,
What happens in the range c/q ∈ (e −3 , 1] remains an open question. Our experience in practice suggests that the critical point for c/q is closer to 1 and that e −3 is a very rough bound.
Heavy-tailed distribution
Suppose that f W follows a heavy-tailed distribution with parameter α (Section 3.2.1 ). We will show that in this case, the distribution is always in the explosive regime (and this happens for all α > 0, not just α ∈ (1, 2) ). Indeed, observe that
and hence
It remains to observe that the lower bound in (5.7) diverges as w → ∞ since q ∈ (0, 1).
Remark 5.1. In the examples above, note that in the explosive regime, R q,w or ES(ξ)
2 w diverges at an exponential rate. The term "explosive" was chosen to reflect this fact. Also, note that in the explosive regime, in order to have convergence of f W (w) for all w, we naturally need to consider weighted spaces, as in Proposition 4.5 above.
Remark 5.2 (The impact of small q). Note that R q,w ↑ ∞ as q ↓ 0. Since R q,w ≥ q −2w f Wq (w), when w is larger and q is small, R q,w (or Var( f W (w))) can also be too large for practical purposes (e.g., with w = 10 and q = 0.1, R q,w ≥ 10 20 f Wq (w)). Moreover, as with the geometric distribution above, we may expect that most of distributions of interest (with unbounded support) belong to the explosive regime for small enough q. These observations reiterate the current understanding that inference of f Wq becomes impractical for small q.
In Figures 2 and 3 , we illustrate the performance of the estimator f W (w) in the two regimes above. Figure 2 is for the geometric distribution with c = 0.25, q = 0.6, N = 500, and Figure 3 is for the Pareto distribution with α = 1.5, q = 0.7, N = 1000. The lefthand plots in these figures depict the true p.m.f. f W (w), and the 5%, 50% and 95% percentiles of the distribution of the estimator f W (w), based on 1000 Monte Carlo (MC) replications. The right-hand plots in these figures depict the true asymptotic standard deviation (ES(ξ)
, and the 5%, 50% and 95% percentiles of the distribution of the estimator ( ES(ξ) 2 w /N ) 1/2 or sd ( f W (w)), again based on 1000 MC replications.
Note that by the definition (4.10) of f W (w), we have f W (w) = 0 for all w larger than the size of the largest sampled flow(s). The largest sampled flow(s) in the study corresponding to Figure 2 consists of 5 sampled packets. For this reason, the f W (w)'s are all zero for w ≥ 6 in Figure 2 (left plot) and obviously have zero estimated standard deviation for w ≥ 6 in Figure 2 (right plot). Figure 3 , on the other hand, does not depict zero f W (w)'s because the size of the largest sampled flow(s) is much greater. Indeed, only Figure 2 . Performance of the estimator fW (w) for geometric distribution with c = 0.25, q = 0.6, N = 500. Left plot: true fW (w) and MC-based 5%, 50%, 95% percentiles of fW (w). Right plot: true asymptotic standard deviation sd ( fW (w)) and MC-based 5%, 50%, 95% percentiles of sd ( fW (w)). a short range of w = 1, . . . , 11 is considered in Figure 3 . As noted in Remark 5.1 above, the estimator standard deviation grows exponentially with increasing w. For larger w, Figure 3 . Performance of the estimator fW (w) for Pareto distribution with α = 1.5, q = 0.7, N = 1000. Left plot: true fW (w) and MC-based 5%, 50%, 95% percentiles of fW (w). Right plot: true asymptotic standard deviation sd ( fW (w)) and MC-based 5%, 50%, 95% percentiles of sd ( fW (w)).
the features of both plots in Figure 3 would be dominated by this exponential blow-up, even if there is a drop to zero in f W (w) and its estimated standard deviation after the largest sampled flow(s). Figure 3 depicts typical estimation in the explosive regime: f W (w) and its estimated standard deviation blow up (before dropping to zero). In Figure 2 , on the other hand, f W (w) and its estimated standard deviation are stable and reach zero. This is the situation associated with the stable regime. Thus, even though the parameters c and q in Figure 2 do not satisfy the sufficient condition for the stable regime in (5.6), we still expect that these parameters actually lead to the stable regime. (Recall that, as indicated earlier, the condition in (5.6) is likely to be very strong.) Also, observe that Figure 3 is for a sample size of only N = 1000, and roughly the first 5 frequencies can be estimated with confidence. With larger sample sizes, for example, with N = 10 000 and N = 100 000, roughly the first 10 and 12 frequencies, respectively, can be estimated with confidence.
In Figure 4 , we give an idea of the appropriateness of confidence intervals (CI's). The left-and right-hand plots of Figure 4 correspond to the situations considered in Figures 2  and 3 , respectively. The 95% MC-based percentile of f W (w) is depicted as in Figures 2 and  3 . This percentile is, in fact, centered at the true f W (w). It can be thought of as an ideal upper 90% CI bound, corresponding to dealing with an exact distribution of f W (w). We also depict analogous bounds based on bootstrapping (BT) and the asymptotic normality (AN) result (4.14) for f W (w), with either true ("true") or estimated ("est.") asymptotic variance. In the cases of BT and AN (est.) bounds, what are depicted are, in fact, the median bounds obtained from MC realizations. As with MC, the BT, AN (true) and AN (est.) bounds are centered at f W (w). Note from Figure 4 that CI's based on both BT and AN (est.) approaches, which are the only practical alternatives, are quite satisfactory.
Simulations for interrenewal times
We present here a simulation study for the estimator F D in (4.31) of the distribution of interrenewal times. Two cases are considered. In case 1, we take geometric f W with c = 0.25 and q = 0.6, as in Section 5.1 (corresponding to the stable regime). In case 2, geometric f W is taken with c = 0.7 and q = 0.6 (corresponding to the explosive regime; the simulation results are similar if the Pareto distribution is used as in Section 5.1). In both cases, D is supposed to be an exponential random variable with parameter 1. The respective sample sizes are N = 500 and N = 1000. Figure 5 presents simulation results for case 1 in the left-hand plot and case 2 in the right-hand plot. We depict the true function F D and the 5%, 50% and 95% percentiles of the distribution of F D , based on 1000 MC realizations. The plots also contain the medians of 90% bootstrap-based CI's, computed from 1000 MC replications. The latter suggests, in particular, that such CI's are quite appropriate. We should also note that the estimator F D is here based only on the first sampled interrenewal times when s = 2, that is, i = 1 and s = 2 in (4.31). In addition, the estimator is computed by truncating the infinite sum in its definition (4.31) and by evaluating convolutions numerically through discretizing convolution integrals. Note, from Figure 5 , that estimation is satisfactory, even for case 2 which corresponds to the explosive regime. This seems quite surprising and needs further explanation. In fact, in the setting of case 2, only the first several values of f W (w) are really relevant for the estimator F D . This can be seen from the definition (4.32) of the sequence A s , which enters into F D after reversion. Note, from (4.32), that in calculating A s,n , the first series term f W (n + 1) is weighted by (1 − q) n−1 . This additional factor thus helps to keep the blow-up of f W under control. Moreover, from the examples above, if the growth of f W (w) is thought to be of order q −w , then the factor (1 − q) w annihilates this growth when q > 0.5. In practice, and in case 2, we also observe that, even though f W (w) is highly varying for larger w, the sequence A s,n decays to zero rapidly. Since the first few values of f W (w) can be estimated with confidence even in the explosive regime, the above explains the satisfactory performance of F D in case 2 of Figure 5 . On the other hand, note also that the t-range is smaller in the right-hand plot of Figure 5 and that the variance of the estimator starts to diverge at the boundary T = 5 of the range. In fact, this divergence would be more pronounced (and would dominate the plot) if we increased the range of t. Thus, the performance of the estimator is satisfactory, but only to some time point T .
In Figure 6 , we also illustrate the performance of F D when using several other forms of conditioning on W q . The two plots in the figure correspond to the respective plots of Figure 5 . They depict the 5%, 50% and 95% percentiles of F D when conditioning on W q = s with s = 2, s ≥ 2 and s = 3. (In the case of conditioning on s ≥ 2, the formulas (3.10) and (3.11) are used.) The 5-95% interpercentile range is the smallest when conditioning Figure 6 . Performance of the estimator FD(t) for two cases from Figure 5 . Plots include MC-based 5%, 50% and 95% percentiles of FD(t) when conditioning on Wq = s with s = 2, s ≥ 2 and s = 3.
on s ≥ 2, although comparable to that when s = 2 is used. An obvious note to add here is that different types of conditioning (for the same N ) lead to different effective sample sizes of the data used in the computation of F D , with that for s ≥ 2 being the largest and that for s = 3 being the smallest. The interpercentile range is much larger for s = 3 than for s = 2 in the left-hand plot because the difference between the corresponding effective sample sizes is much larger for case 1.
Appendix A: Proofs
Proof of Theorem 3.2. For 1 ≤ i 1 < · · · < i n < s and t 1 ≥ 0, . . . , t n ≥ 0, we have . . .
We shall next derive an expression for the probability P (M 1 = m 1 , . . . , M n = m n |W = w, W q = s) in (A.2). The indices i 1 , . . . , i n are not necessarily consecutive, but still form separate blocks of consecutive indices (e.g., i 1 = 1, i 2 = 2, i 3 = 4, i 4 = 8, i 5 = 9 form three separate blocks of indices {i 1 , i 2 }, {i 3 } and {i 4 , i 5 }). We need additional notation to keep track of these separate blocks and the gaps between them. Thus, let 1 = j 1 < j 2 < · · · < j k ≤ n denote subindices j in i j for which the corresponding i j is the start of a separate block (e.g., with i 1 = 1, i 2 = 2, i 3 = 4, i 4 = 8, i 5 = 9 above, we have j 1 = 1, j 2 = 3, j 3 = 4). With this notation, note that r u = j u+1 − j u , 1 ≤ u < k − 1 and r k = n − j k + 1 denote the sizes of the k separate blocks. Also, let x 0 = i j1 − 1, x u = i ju+1 − i ju − r u − 1, 1 ≤ u < k − 1, and x k = s − i j k − r k be the numbers of sampled renewals, respectively, before the i j1 th sampled renewal, between the (i ju + r u )th and i ju+1 th sampled renewals, and after the (i j k + r k )th sampled renewal.
Given W = w and W q = s, the number of possible distinct locations of the sampled renewals satisfying M 1 = m 1 , . . . , M n = m n can be obtained by considering the possible initial locations of the sampled renewals i ju , along with the number of possible distinct × F * m1
where B s,m is given by (3.13). The relation (3.12) is obtained by taking the LT in (A.4).
Proof of Proposition 3.1. For s ≥ 2 and t ≥ 0, we have
Now, letting M be the number of original renewals between the first and last sampled renewals plus 1, we have
where (w − m) is the number of possible distinct locations of the first sampled renewal and m−1 s−2 is the number of possible locations of sampled renewals between the first and last sampled renewals when M = m. By using (A.5) and (A.6), we deduce that
which can also be written as in (3.14).
Proof of Proposition 4.1. The equality in (4.2) follows from (3.1) and
where the order of the summation above is changed using Fubini's theorem. Indeed, the application of Fubini's theorem is possible as long as
which is one of the conditions on z 1 . By using (A.8), we further get that
where the use of Fubini's theorem is justified by the fact that |−z 1 | + |z 1 | < 1 or z 2 = 0 ∈ C 1 , which is one of the conditions on z 2 .
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Write
2 ), where
and observe that, for fixed j, T (1) (ξ
1 ) and T (1) (ξ
2 ) are independent. We can then also write
1 ) j,w + T (2) (ξ
2 ) j,w = T (2) (ξ
1 ) w + T (2) (ξ
2 ) j,w , (A.9)
where T (2) (ξ
1 ) w and T (2) (ξ
2 ) j,w are independent for fixed j. By Proposition 4.2, we have that
1 ) w = S(ξ By using the fact that the two terms in (A.9) are Gaussian and independent, we can then write Ee iθT (2) (ξ For (a), it is enough to show the tightness of
. By the results of [23] , page 229 (see also [4] , Theorem 2.5), this follows from the fact that for any ε > 0, (b2) is a standard result, part of the empirical central limit theorem (see, e.g., [20] , Section V.2) and will not be proven here. By the results of [23] , the condition (b1) can be replaced by (b1) for any ε > 0, lim m→∞ sup N ≥1 P (sup n>m z Since |c m,k | ≤ y + k + ε + k , it is clear that the absolute value of the nth element of (B.3) is less than or equal to the nth element of (B.4). This completes the proof of (B.1).
The proof of (B.2) is similar, but involves the observation that 
